
                                                                                       October 27, 2018 

 

Fellow members, 

 

The second Branch Meeting of the year will be held at November 13th at 4 PM at Dolce 

Mamma Italian Bar & Grille on Route 512 just up the road from this facility.  There will 

be food and drinks provided and, as with the breakfast meetings, the Union will be 

picking up the tab.  Hopefully, a change in time will bring some additional faces out for 

the meeting.  Remember the more meetings that you attend equals the more you learn 

and the more chances you have in the Christmas gift card drawing.  See the blue flyer 

for more information and then stop in the Union office before November 9th to sign up 

so that we can get a headcount. 

 

The Thanksgiving Food Drive will start on October 30th and run until November 14th.  

Just like last year, there will be an ERMC in the hall for you to place your goods in.  

Please be generous and help us help those that are less fortunate than ourselves.  See 

the orange flyer for more details. 

 

For the first time in a couple years, the Lehigh Valley will be running a winter event 

again.  This year we are going to try our hands at bowling.  As every event is, it will be 

FREE for members to attend and there will be a nominal fee for guests to attend.  The 

bowling event is a bargain.  It includes four hours of bowling, unlimited pizza and wings, 

and unlimited beverages.  Lanes will be equipped with retractable bumpers, so there can 

be fun for bowlers of all ages.  For whoever bowls on Rob Young’s lane, just be warned 

that he will definitely be using the bumpers.  Refer to the green flyer and then stop in 

the Union office to sign up you and your guests!! 

 

Two new alternate stewards were trained down at Local 308 headquarters this past 

week.  Francisco Rivera and Luis Anaya have now been certified for Tour 3 and will be 

able to start helping Harvey and Chelsea set things straight on that tour just as soon as 

I show them around the office. 

 

Now let’s move on to work floor business. 

 

Firstly, let’s address some issues with the overtime lists.  Number one is the rule that 

you need to be present to be asked for overtime.  The exception that we make to this is 

that if you are going to be on pre-approved A/L then we can ask you ahead of time.  

Remember though, OT is at management’s discretion and if they wait until you are not 

there to ask because you went home or are non-scheduled then that is not a bypass.  



We try to push management to ask ahead of anybody missing out, but it doesn’t always 

work out that way because sometimes they think that they know better.  Next up is the 

daily OT list.  You MUST sign the daily list if you intend on being asked to work and you 

are not on the ODL.  Contractually, you are supposed to sign the daily list within two 

hours of having begun your tour.  If anything ever happens where management doesn’t 

pay you the OT and you weren’t signed up, then we will have a difficult time proving that 

you were supposed to be here. 

 

When you are writing statements for us to file grievances, please remember that you 

are not filing against that person for doing our work.  You are filing against management 

for allowing or assigning someone else to do the work.  It is not something that anyone 

should take personally, whether they are clerks or Mail Handlers.  There are craft 

designations for a reason; and the APWU and NPMHU in this building have a very good 

idea of what work is each of ours, it is management that likes to blur the lines 

sometimes. 

 

With a handful of holidays coming up it is important to remember the rules for 

volunteering.  There is a posting of the time period during which you can submit your 

holiday sign-up sheet into the green box.  After the posting closes, the only way to 

volunteer is to submit a buck slip.  The preference is that you submit it to the Union 

and we will meet with the MDO so that we can jointly approve the slip and allow 

someone who was forced in off.  If the slip isn’t approved then someone may not be 

granted off and there may be a contractual violation.  This will amount to some angry 

Mail Handler, angry management when they get the grievance, and the possible 

forfeiture of this practice of signing up late.  I feel that it is a benefit and would not 

like to lose it.  I know that the clerk craft sticks to the posted list and I also know that 

we always get additional people off late because people’s plans usually change.  There 

was a lot of side-dealing for Columbus Day (mostly on Tour 1) and people missed out on 

having off and some people and MHAs were unnecessarily forced to work days and 

hours that they didn’t have to.  Please submit the buck slips properly. 

 

The Social and Recreation Committee has one spot available for a Tour 1 Mail Handler.  

If you are interested, please contact me. 

 

Management still has not formally met with the Union about the Christmas Annex.  I 

have started canvassing for employees that wish to work there from November 26th-

December 24th.  If I haven’t gotten to you, I will prior to Veterans’ Day. 

 



New acting Plant Manager Howard Patterson has arrived.  In a brief talk with him on 

Friday, 10/26, he informed me that there are no big plans to change anything as of 

right now other than that he’d like equipment drivers to wear safety vests color-coded 

by tour.  This is to make pedestrians more aware of the drivers and help them to be 

identifiable.  I will be meeting with Mr. Patterson in the coming weeks to discuss his 

plan for the plant more in depth. 

 

There will be one more round of bids this year, but they will not take effect until after 

the first of the year. 

 

Just in case I don’t hang a new blast before Veterans’ Day: I want to thank each and 

every man and woman regardless of craft for serving to protect the rights that are 

taken for granted by too many people.  Thank you for your service! 

 

Finally, don’t forget to vote on November 6th.  I don’t care what party you affiliate 

with, but vote sensibly for people who protect the viability of the PO and that protect 

the rights of workers. 

 

 

                                                                               Stay United, Stay Strong- 

                                                                                                   

                                                                                                      Sean 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                       

 

 

 

 

                                                             

                                                                                             

                                                                                                      

 

 

 

                                                               



 


